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Prophylactic treatment has been proved to reduce hypotension incidence after 
spinal anesthesia during cesarean labor.  However, the use of pharmacological 
prophylaxis could carry out undesirable side-effects on mother and fetus.  Thus, 
the prediction of hypotension becomes an important challenge. Hypotension 
events are hypothesized to be related to a malfunctioning of autonomic nervous 
system (ANS) regulation of blood pressure.  In this work, ANS responses to 
positional changes of 51 pregnant women programmed for a cesarean labor 
were explored for hypotension prediction.  Lateral and supine decubitus, and 
sitting position were considered while electrocardiographic and pulse 
photoplethysmographic signals were recorded.  Features based on heart rate 
variability (HRV), pulse rate variability (PRV) and pulse transit time (PTT) 
analysis were used in a logistic regression classifier. The results showed that 
PRV irregularity changes, assessed by approximate entropy, from supine to 
lateral decubitus, and standard deviation of PTT in supine decubitus were found 
as the combination of features that achieved the best classification results 
sensitivity of 76%, specificity of 70% and accuracy of 72%, being normotensive 
the positive class.  Peripheral regulation and blood pressure changes, 
measured by PRV and PTT analysis, could help to predict hypotension events 
reducing prophylactic side-effects in the low-risk population. 
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The amount of cesarean deliveries worldwide has been reported to increase by 
a global average of 12.4% from 1990 to 20145. Although the use of spinal 
anesthesia has reduced mortality and morbidity during the labors20, side-effects 
such as hypotension and bradycardia in the mother25 and hypoxia and acidosis 
in the fetus 39 can appear after its administration.  In particular, the incidence of 
hypotension events has been reported between 30 and 100% of cases29,35.  
This wide range of incidence is associated with discrepancies in the 
hypotension definition and measurement techniques23. 
The use of prophylaxis has led to a notable reduction in the number of 
hypotension events12.  However, prophylaxis through sympathomimetic drugs 
administration can lead to a non-desired reactive hypertension with dose-
dependent incidence up to 82% of the patients2.  Prediction of hypotension 
events during cesarean section would help to: 1) decrease the latency time 
between hypotension event and its treatment; 2) increase efficiency in the 
anesthetic administration to better control for the hemodynamic consequences 
of spinal block; 3) decrease the number needed to treat (NNT), thus avoiding 
unneeded pharmacological exposition and therefore reducing the derived side-
effects.  Prediction of hypotension after spinal anesthesia during elective 
cesarean delivery has been reported in the literature7,9,10,15,19,21,23,40,42.   
However, results have been found to be highly dependent on the number of 
studied subjects, the definition of hypotensive episode, and the features 





The malfunctioning or disability of autonomic nervous system (ANS) to 
compensate a drop in blood pressure induced by anesthesia is one of the 
hypothesis underlying hypotension episodes.  Besides, pregnancy alters the 
physiological and psychological stress response. ANS regulation on the heart 
can be assessed by heart rate variability (HRV) analysis.  Considered as a non-
invasive technique, HRV is derived from the surface electrocardiogram (ECG) 
signals, whose quantification can be done taking into account the temporal, 
spectral and nonlinear characteristics.  Sympathetic and parasympathetic 
regulations are related to the HRV content analyzed in low (0.04-0.15 Hz) and 
high (0.15-0.4 Hz) frequency bands, respectively, during relax conditions in 
adult healthy subjects1.  Furthermore, nonlinear HRV assessment relates 
changes on sympathovagal balance to regularity and complexity of ANS8. 
HRV analysis was found correlated to hypotension episodes the day of 
surgery6,10,19,42.  Moreover, the inclusion of an ANS elicitation protocol by 
postural changes during the day before the surgery has been reported to reveal 
a relation between ANS responsiveness and the occurrence of hypotension 
events40. 
The pulse rate extracted from pulse photoplethysmographic (PPG) recording 
represents an improvement in signal recording since only one sensor is used.  
This sensor could be placed in the finger or in the forehead making the 
recording stage suitable for the clinical practice.  The analysis of pulse rate 
variability (PRV) provides the assessment of ANS regulation of the heart and 
also information about the peripheral vascular regulation18.  In addition, the 
pulse transit time (PTT) derived from the ECG and PPG signals was reported to 





pressure11,26,34,38.  An increase of PTT values has been associated with a drop 
in arterial blood pressure (hypotension episode)41.  Although, several studies 
attempted to shed light into the role of HRV and pulse oximeter derived index 
analysis for predicting hypotension after spinal anesthesia for cesarean section 
delivery, the hypotension prediction is still a challenge10,19,40,42. 
The goal of this study is to explore pre-surgery ANS responsiveness based on 
HRV, PRV, and PTT indices into the prediction of hypotension events induced 
by spinal anesthesia during cesarean delivery.  The protocol to enhance ANS 
elicitation includes body position change stages producing hemodynamic 
changes a few minutes before the surgery. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Materials 
A total of 105 pregnant women programmed for an elective cesarean section 
selected at the University Hospital Miguel Servet of Zaragoza, Spain.  After 
obtaining approval from the Clinical Research Ethics Committee the parturient 
were recruited, informed and they signed the written consent.  Indications for 
programmed cesarean delivery were: iterative cesarean labor; breech 
presentation; shoulder presentation; placenta previa; previous uterotomy and 
other causes.  Exclusion criteria were urgent surgery, uterine contractions and 
maternal or fetal pathology. 
The subjects were randomly selected to belong to a control group (no 





subjects).  A prospective study of this work is based on the factors related to 
hypotension within the control group.  Thus, subjects were grouped according to 
hypotensive outcome.  Hypotension episode was defined as a drop in systolic 
arterial pressure greater than 20% from baseline value (mean of three 
consecutive measurements taken in lateral decubitus). 33 subjects of the 
control group suffered hypotension after spinal injection until birth reaching a 
64.7% incidence. 
Demographic data were obtained at admission.  Biomedical signals were 
recorded in the surgical area the day of surgery.  Two-lead electrocardiogram 
(ECG) and pulse photoplesthymogram (PPG) were recorded both at 1 KHz 
during a protocol designed to enhance ANS alterations by hemodynamic 
changes.  Protocol stages were: 7 minutes of lateral decubitus assuming 
baseline pregnancy conditions (LD), 7 minutes of supine decubitus increasing 
hemodynamic stress due to aorto-cava compression (SD), 7 minutes of sitting 
position (SP).   Whereas LD and SD were recorded for all subjects of the 
database, sitting position was recorded for 40 subjects.  Thus, two subgroups 
are defined, LD-SD and LD-SD-SP. 
After recording ECG and PPG signals, all patients received an infusion of 
Hartman solution at 15 ml/kg/h.  Thereafter, standardized spinal anesthesia was 
performed: puncture site was lumbar interspace L2/3 or L3/4 with the patient in 
a sitting position.  Next, 9 to 11 mg of hyperbaric bupivacaine anesthetic 0.5% 
according to patient height (<150 cm, 9 mg; 150-165 cm, 10 mg; > 165 cm, 11 
mg) and 10 g fentanyl was injected via 27-G Whitacre needle.  Immediately 





to facilitate left uterine displacement.  Blood pressure was measured at 2-min 
intervals beginning 1 min after spinal injection. 
The database of study contains demographic data recorded from the beginning 
of the pregnancy period until the day of admission to the hospital.  These 
baseline characteristics are shown in Table 1 according to their hypotensive 
outcome. 
TABLE 1. Parturient characteristic data according to hypotension outcome. 
Description 
Hypotension  Normotension 
n mean ± SD  n Mean ± SD 
Age (yr) 33 35.27 ± 4.69  18 33.72 ± 4.64 
Height (cm) 33 161.76 ± 5.86   17* 161.44 ± 5.79 
Weight (kg) 33 73.75 ± 10.47  17* 74.32 ± 10.48 
Pre-gestational weight (kg) 33 61.93 ± 9.90  15* 62.46 ± 8.94 
Gained weight (kg) 33 11.51 ± 4.42  14* 11.30 ± 3.12 
Pregestational BMI (kg/m²) 33 23.69 ± 3.73  14* 23.96 ± 3.13 
BMI (kg/m²) 33 28.24 ± 4.13  17* 28.53 ± 3.90 
Gestational age (days) 33 263.2 ± 6.7  18 267.6 ± 6.3 
(n) refers to the number of subjects on each group. * indicates number of 
subjects different from 18 caused by unavailable data. 
 
Methods 





Heartbeat time occurrences were detected from the ECG lead with the highest 
signal quality (signal to noise ratio) by a Wavelet-based ECG detector31.  
Ectopic beats were detected and corrected32.  Then consecutive occurrence 
times were used to generate the beat-to-beat RR time series. 
Temporal location of each PPG pulse wave was detected as the medium-
amplitude point in which the amplitude has reached 50% of its maximum 
extracted from the PPG signal28.  Ectopic and undetected pulses were identified 
and their corresponding pulse wave time corrected32.  Then consecutive pulse 
wave times were used to generate the pulse to pulse (PP) time series. 
Pulse transit time (PTT) is the time that the pulse wave takes to travel from one 
arterial point (typically, aortic valve) to another one (typically, in the periphery).  
It was estimated as the time interval between an R peak in ECG signal and its 
corresponding PPG pulse wave location time. It is also called pulse arrival time 
since it includes the pre-ejection period (PEP). 
Respiratory rate was extracted from ECG signals by applying a QRS 
morphology-based technique that exploits the respiration-induced variations in 
QRS slopes and R-wave angle27. 
Temporal analysis 
RR, PP and PTT time series were used to calculate the temporal indices such 
as mean value (  ), standard deviation (  ), square root of the mean squared 
differences of successive values (      ), standard deviation of differences of 
successive values (     ), where   *         +. Median value ( ̅ ), and 





Spectral analysis  
The time-invariant integral pulse frequency modulation model (TI-IPFM) was 
applied to estimate the modulating signals from heartbeat locations which are 
assumed to carry information about ANS activity once compensated for the 
mean heart rate effect4.  In the following, these modulating signals are referred 
to as HRV signals.   Similarly as for heartbeat locations, pulse wave occurrence 
times were used to compute modulating signals through the TI-IPFM model 
labelled as PRV signals.  HRV and PRV signals were interpolated at 4 Hz. The 
TI-IPFM model was not applied to the PTT signal and this series was only 
interpolated at 4 Hz to be suitable for further spectral analysis. 
Welch-periodogram was used to estimate spectral properties of the HRV, PRV 
and PTT signals.  Fixed spectral band of LF (0.04-0.15 Hz) and a variable HF 
band centered in  ̅  with a fix bandwidth of 0.25 Hz were used to compute the 
power content on each band (     and     ), their normalized values (      
and      ) as well as the sympathovagal balance (       ), where   
*           +.  The variable HF band aims to better capture parasympathetic 
activity since respiratory rate in pregnant women can be higher and often near 
the classical HF upper bound of 0.4 Hz3.  However, in those cases where HF 
band overlapped with LF band, the lower limit of HF band was set as the upper 
LF band limit.  No estimation based on spectral analysis was given if  ̅  was 







Correlation dimension, D2, sample and approximate entropy, SampEn and 
ApEnmax, were selected as nonlinear indices whose interpretation is related to 
complexity and irregularity7.  In a previous study, nonlinear HRV indices were 
proposed to be HR-corrected by selecting fix time interval and later interpolating 
instead of fixing the number of heartbeats8.  Thus, RR, PP and PTT time series 
were interpolated at 2 Hz to be suitable to compute nonlinear indices 
attenuating the HR effect. 
Statistical analysis 
ANS activity was assessed by analyzing the variations of HR, PR and PTT 
signals recorded few minutes before surgery on each protocol stage, lateral 
decubitus, supine decubitus, and sitting position.  Differences between body 
position stages were also evaluated.  As an example of notation,    
    (     ) 
will be the difference of high frequency power for HRV analysis between supine 
and lateral decubitus. 
The normality of statistical distributions was analyzed by Kolmogorov-Smirnov 
test.  Sensitivity analysis of features comparing hypotension with no 
hypotension groups was tested by T-Student test on normal distributions and by 
Mann-Whitney U test on non-normal ones. 
Due to the large amount of considered features (more than 200), only those 
showing a statistical sensitivity on hypotension were used as candidates for 
classification. A univariate statistical significance was considered for p values < 
0.05.  In this case, a post hoc Bonferroni correction was not applied since the 
aim is to obtain a combination of features.  A set of classifiers were tested such 





Discriminant Analysis, and Supported Vector Machine to search for the best 
classification results.  Some of these classifiers provide their outcome in 
discrete values of 1 or 0 depending on whether the subject belongs or not to the 
non-hypotensive (or normotensive) group.  However, other classifiers such as 
the logistic regression provide their outcome as a probability of belonging to 
hypotension group, see eq. 1. 
               
    (                   )
 ,            (1) 
where         are the coefficients and         represent the selected N-
features. Then, a probability threshold,    , determines the risk of developing 
hypotension. 
Feature selection was done by a Greedy forward algorithm by maximizing F1 
score as inclusion criteria.  F1 score is defined as a measurement equilibrating 
the positive predictive value and sensitivity, thus improving the classification of 
the minority class, which, in our case, is the normotensive group.  Overtraining 
was avoided by using the leave-one-out technique combined with 
bootstrapping14 (Fig 1.) and by restricting the maximum number of selected 
features for classification to be less than the square root of the number of 






FIGURE. 1. Cross-validation scheme in which leave-one-out (LOO) technique is 
combined with bootstrapping to reduce the variance of the classification results.  
Circles represent each subject of the database whereas white and black 
illustrate their truly hypotension outcome as normotensive and hypotensive 





(dashed rectangle).  Next, bootstrapping is applied N-1 times over this training 
set.  Then, these bootstrapped training sets are evaluated in the classifier.  
Leave-one-out procedure is repeated N times generating the result matrix X. 
 
RESULTS 
In Figure 2 RR, PR and PTT signals are shown for two subjects belonging to 






FIGURE. 2. RR, PR and PTT signals for two subjects belonging to hypotensive 
group (upper panel) and normotensive group (bottom panel) during supine 
position. 
 
Table 2 and 3 show those indices that were found statistically significant 
between the two groups in LD-SD and LD-SD-SP cohorts respectively. 
TABLE 2. Relation of features extracted from ECG derived respiration, RR, 
HRV, PR, PRV, and PTT analysis for the LD-SD cohort.  Only those that were 
found statistically significant are shown. 
 Hyp  N-Hyp   
Features n Mean SD  n  Mean SD  p-val 
         (  )(a.u.) 33 0.45 0.17  18 0.56 0.18  0.03 
         (     ) (a.u.) 33 -0.03 0.16  18 0.05 0.11  0.03 
         (  ) (a.u.) 33 0.48 0.16  18 0.59 0.17  0.03 
         (     ) (a.u.) 33 -0.04 0.16  18 0.06 0.11  0.02 
    (   )
   (     ) (a.u.) 33 -0.04 0.09  18 0.03 0.07  0.01 
     (  ) (ms) 33 6.20 4.45  18 4.31 1.13  0.03 
       (  ) (ms-2)(·10-04) 33 0.15 0.39  17* 0.04 0.03  0.02 
    
    (  ) (%) 33 63.22 0.39  17* 51.56 16.3  0.03 
       (     )(ms-2)(·10-04) 33 0.08 0.24  17* 0.02 0.02  0.02 
      
    (  )
 (adim.) 33 2.90 3.38  17* 1.31 0.84  0.03 





   ,  -(  ) (Hz) 33 0.05 0.04  18 0.03 0.03  0.03 
(n) refers to the number of subjects on each group. * indicates number of 
subjects different from 18 caused by respiratory rate overlapped to LF band.  
Hyp = hypotension; N-Hyp = Normotension. 
p-values < 0.05 were statistically significant by Mann-Whitney U test. 
 
TABLE 3. Relation of features extracted from ECG derived respiration, RR, 
HRV, PR, PRV, and PTT analysis for the LD-SD-SP cohort.  Only those that 
were found statistically significant are shown. 
  Hyp   N-Hyp   
Features n Mean SD  n  Mean SD  p-val 
    (   )
   (     ) (a.u.) 28 0.04 0.12  12 -0.05 0.11  0.04 
         (     ) (a.u.) 28 -0.03 0.12  12 0.07 0.11  0.02 
    (   )
   (     ) (a.u.) 28 -0.02 0.07  12 0.05 0.06  0.008 
         (     ) (a.u.) 28 0.07 0.15  12 -0.04 0.18  0.04 
    (   )
   (     ) (a.u.) 28 0.012 0.11  12 -0.07 0.13  0.05 
     (  ) (ms) 28 6.36 4.76  12 4.16 0.84  0.019 
     (     ) (ms) 28 -0.75 3.6  12 0.94 1.22  0.02 
       (  ) (ms-2)(·10-04) 28 0.17 0.43  12 0.03 0.02  0.01 
    
    (  ) (%) 28 62.4 16.9  12 45.9 15.0  0.009 
      
    (  )
 (adim.) 28 2.81 3.41  12 0.99 0.59  0.009 
      
    (     )
 (adim.) 27* -1.56 2.48  12 -0.14 0.78  0.02 





(n) refers to the number of subjects on each group. * indicates number of 
subjects different from 28 caused by respiratory rate overlapped to LF band.  
Hyp = hypotension; N-Hyp = Normotension. 
p-values < 0.05 were statistically significant by Mann-Whitney U test. 
 
TABLE 4. Classification results for the LD-SD cohort for the different considered 
classifiers.  In all cases     (   )   (     ) and       (  ) were selected by 
Greedy algorithm as best feature combination. 
Classifiers # Sens.(%) Spec.(%) PPV(%) Acc.(%) F1 
Logistic Regression 2 76.55 69.81 57.84 72.20 0.66 
Naive Bayes  2 73.78 58.91 49.75 64.16 0.59 
Nearest Neighbor Method 2  44.78 73.33 47.96 63.25 0.46 
LDA  2 41.56 79.64 49.45 66.20 0.46 
QDA  2 68.00 59.70 48.27 62.63 0.56 
SVM (linear kernel) 2 81.56 61.03 53.94 68.27 0.65 
SVM (quadratic kernel) 2 71.33 58.30 48.70 62.90 0.57 
SVM (polynomial order 3 kernel) 2 64.56 57.03 45.59 59.79 0.53 
SVM (Radial Basis kernel) 2 75.67 60.48 51.52 65.84 0.61 
SVM (Multilayer perceptron kernel) 2 77.67 59.76 50.92 66.08 0.62 
(#) number of features, (Sens.) sensitivity, (Spec.) specificity, (PPV) positive 






Table 4 shows the classification results for the different tested classifiers.  For 
all classifiers     (   )   (     ) and       (  ) were selected as the 
combination of features that achieved the best classification results in the LD-
SD cohort.  The classifier showing the highest F1 score was the logistic 
regression. 
Subsets of features from the two studied cohorts (LD-SD and LD-SD-SP) and a 
third cohort (LD-SD1) that matches the same subjects from LD-SD-SP group 
discarding the SP position were evaluated for classification using the logistic 
regression classifier.  The classification results are shown in Table 5.  It is worth 
noting that the features      (   )   (     ) and       (  ) were selected by the 
classifier in the three cohorts and    ̅ (  ) was added in the set for the LD-SD-SP 
cohort.  The parameters of the logistic models for the different studied cohorts 
can be found in Table 6. 
TABLE 5. Classification results considering ECG derived respiration, RR, HRV, 
PR, PRV, and PTT analysis features for the three subgroups of the database 
depending on protocol segments. 
Features # Sens.(%) Spec.(%) PPV(%) Acc.(%) F1 
LD-SD (33 vs 18)       
    (   )
   (     ) (a.u.)  
2 76.55 69.81 57.84 72.20 0.66 
     (  ) (ms) 
LD-SD1 (28 vs 12)       
    (   )
   (     ) (a.u.)  
2 78.42 68.13 51.17 71.22 0.62 





LD-SD-SP (28 vs 12)        
    (   )
   (     ) (a.u.)  
3 75.44 74.85 56.66 75.03 0.65      (  ) (ms) 
  ̅ (  ) (Hz) 
(#) number of features, (Sens.) sensitivity, (Spec.) specificity, (PPV) positive 







FIGURE. 3. Boxplots of the features finally selected by classification procedure 
for a) LD-SD and b) LD-SD-SP cohorts. 
 
TABLE 6. Logistic regression parameters for the different cohorts. 
Logistic reg. parameters LD-SD  
(33 vs 18) 
LD-SD1  
(28 vs 12) 
LD-SD-SP  
(28 vs 12) 
  ̂    0.306 0.446 3.13 
 ̂   [      (  )] -0.38 -0.479 -0.555 
 ̂   [    (   )   (     )] 8.36 10.48 -3.753 
 ̂   [  ̅ (  )] - - -10.55 
    0.342 0.268 0.344 
Where  ̂   are the coefficients and in [ ] is represented the corresponding 
feature following eq. 1.     is the probability threshold of risk of hypotension. 
 
DISCUSSION 
Hypotension episodes after spinal anesthesia during cesarean delivery were 
hypothesized to be more frequent in patients with high level of stress. Proximity 
of surgery jointed to the last period of pregnancy could make the ANS response 
an estimate of the risk of hypotension13,36.  To evaluate this hypothesis, the 
database used in this study was recorded following a specific protocol 
enhancing the ANS response due to hemodynamic changes.  Beyond the use 





to be helpful to identify women at risk of severe hypotension events24, one of 
the novelties of this study lies on the inclusion of the PTT signal analysis as an 
alternative to blood pressure measurement that can be more easily obtained in 
clinical practice34.  Furthermore, PTT signal provides beat-to-beat information of 
arterial stiffness, respiration whereas this information is missed in BP 
measurements by cuff recordings.  Improving the accuracy in predicting 
hypotension events to avoid the side-effects that pharmacological prophylaxis 
may produce in the mother and fetus in the low risk patient is the goal of our 
study.  However, the performance obtained by predicting hypotension could be 
affected by hypotension events detection since after spinal injection BP was 
measured every 2 minutes.  To minimize this effect, clinical hypotension was 
also considered when women showed symptoms of dizziness, nausea or 
discomfort.  
In this work, the interaction of respiration on the ANS modulation of the heart is 
also taken into account.  This effect, known as RSA, is reflected in the HRV, 
PRV and PTT through the HF band corresponding to the parasympathetic 
activity21.  Variability analysis, in particular HRV analysis, could lead to 
misleading interpretation depending on respiratory rate3.  As mentioned above, 
stress induced by surgery proximity may produce an increase in the respiratory 
rates (boundaries of HF band) and also compression of diaphragm.  In such 
case, parasympathetic activity is reflected in HRV at higher frequencies and 
thus classical HF band is not capable of capturing the information properly.  
Therefore, we propose to guide variability analysis by respiration defining an HF 





The analysis of HRV and PRV were found to be highly correlated to each other 
in agreement with the results of Gil et al17 (correlation results are not shown in 
the manuscript). The evaluation on lateral decubitus, considered as a basal 
condition, revealed no differences between both groups of study when 
analyzing RR, HRV or PR, PRV.  However, it was found a decreased tendency 
on the standard deviation of PTT and on its complexity for the normotensive 
group with respect to the one who suffered hypotension. 
The hemodynamic stress was generated by supine decubitus position via aorto-
cava compression.  The analyses of RR, HRV and PR, PRV showed similar 
temporal and spectral values for both groups without statistical significance.  
Nevertheless, the normalized low frequency power of PTT was found increased 
and therefore, greater sympathetic activity16 was recorded in the hypotensive 
group with respect to the normotensive group.  On the other hand, greater and 
significant changes were observed for SampEn pointing out to a decrease in the 
time series irregularity of RR and PR for hypotensive group.  PTT analysis 
revealed an increase in the amplitude variation values in the hypotensive group, 
see Fig. 2. On the one hand, PTT measure is affected by pulse wave velocity, 
which is related to BP. On the other hand, in the present study PTT values 
include the PEP, pre-ejection period, which was reported to experiment 
changes under enhanced sympathetic conditions 22, 30.  PEP was also reported 
to represent from 12% to 35% of the PTT 38 and its variations could have a 
strong influence on the variations of the PTT measure 33.  Variations on PEP 
could help in the prediction of hypotensive episodes since those variations are 
enhanced in the same way as the ones in pulse wave velocity ones increasing 





impossibility of separating those effects, the studied PTT measure can be easily 
obtained in the clinical routine and has discriminant power between hypotensive 
and normotensive groups. 
The responsiveness of subjects through body position changes was explored by 
differences between supine and lateral decubitus analysis values.  The 
statistical differences between hypotensive and normotensive group were more 
notable in terms of irregularity for RR, PR and also for PTT evaluating the 
position change.  Thus, this position change modifies the venous return and 
affects the ANS activity as well as arterial pressure and stiffness.  The 
differences of approximate entropy values between supine and lateral decubitus 
computed on PR achieved the lowest p-value when comparing both groups of 
study.  On the contrary, same index computed on RR signal did not reveal 
statistical differences, so hemodynamic changes affect more peripheral 
regulation (blood pressure) than heart regulation (heart rate).  The difference of 
standard deviation of PTT values observed between groups may be measuring 
the capacity of ANS to react in the case of a drop in blood pressure.  The 
normotensive group could present higher reaction range (lower      (  ) values) 
whereas the hypotensive group shows a narrow margin (higher      (  ) values) 
to reach the hypothetical physiological maximum value at which triggers a 
hypotension event. 
The studied features that presented statistical differences comparing 
normotensive and hypotensive groups were selected as candidates for 
hypotension classification.  Because of the high incidence ratio of hypotension 
events (64.7% of cases), it is mandatory to predict the normotensive cases; 





but neglecting the other class. Thus, classification performance was carried out 
by evaluating the positive predictive value and sensitivity related to the 
normotensive group.  Several classifiers were tested and the one providing the 
best classification results was selected, see Table 4.  In all cases the Greedy 
algorithm selected       (   )   (     ) and       (  ) as the best combination of 
features.  Regarding the F1 score measurement, the logistic regression 
classifier provided the best classification results for the LD-SD cohort: 76.55% 
of sensitivity, 69.81% of specificity, 57.84% of positive predictive value, and 
72.2% of accuracy.  Then, hereinafter classification results are referred to the 
logistic regression classifier. 
Sitting position was also included in the protocol to enhance the ANS activity 
when the database recording was in process.  The first 20 subjects (11 of the 
control group) were not asked to be in the sitting position while recording the 
signals.  All the analysis procedure was duplicated considering this position on 
a subset of the whole database (LD-SD-SP), see Table 5. In this cohort,   ̅ (  ) 
was selected increasing the classification performance with respect to the LD-
SD1 cohort. On the other hand, the comparison between sitting position and 
lateral decubitus did not reveal any index capable of distinguishing both groups 
of study.  The variation in the sympathetic activity caused by sitting position with 
respect to the other body positions was apparently not enough to generate 
notable changes on the studied indices. 
In the study of Brenck et al. risk factors for developing hypotension based on 
population characteristics were studied over 500 pregnant women, achieving 





with the features derived from the ECG and PPG signals and the classification 
results using logistic regression were superior to only considering ECG and 
PPG-derived indices.  In particular, the Greedy algorithm selected BMI and the 
standard deviation of PTT values during supine position, altogether leading to 
classification performance characterized by 82.5% sensitivity, 67.9% specificity, 
and 72.9% of accuracy.  Based on this, it is reasonable to suggest that the 
combination of demographic data and features derived from ECG and PPG 
signals can lead to better classification results.  However, this statement should 
be validated over an extended database.  Several studies attempted to shed 
light into the role of HRV and pulse oximeter derived index analysis for 
predicting hypotension after spinal anesthesia for cesarean section 
delivery10,19,40,42.  Despite of Yokose et al. found heart rate as the only predictor 
obtaining an area under the ROC curve (AUC) of 0.6842, this feature did not 
show predictive power in the database analyzed in our study.   In other study 
carried out by Sakata and coworkers, the importance of including postural 
changes into the recording protocol to enhance hemodynamic changes and 
ANS response was highlighted achieving an area under the ROC curve of 
0.7640.  There, sympathovagal ratio, LF/HF, was reported to be increased in 
those parturient who developed hypotension.  In our case, similar trend was 
found for the LF/HF ratio through the PTT signal (Hyp: 2.9±3.38 versus No-Hyp: 
1.31±0.84 in LD-SD cohort and Hyp: 2.81±3.41 versus No-Hyp: 0.99±0.59 in 
LD-SD-SP cohort), see Table 2 and 3.  Ghabach et al. reported a relationship 
between approximate entropy and antenatal weight gain15.  Assuming that this 
position was lateral decubitus, which represents the basal position without any 





ones reported by Ghabach.  In our study no statistical differences were found in 
the weight gain (results shown in Table 1) nor in approximate entropy during 
lateral position (Hyp: 0.87±0.08); N-Hyp: 0.85±0.1 and p-value: 0.95, values 
corresponding to LD-SD cohort).  Although in the work of Yokose et al. neither 
HRV nor PRV were useful to prospectively relate the analysis results to 
hypotension events42, our study provides contrary insights.  Lack of 
standardization on hypotension definition and the low number of subjects 
become a limitation leading into controversial results.  Thus, future studies on a 
larger database should be explored. 
Regarding the classification results obtained in this study, first, we would like to 
focus our attention into sensitivity values.  Normotensive cases were defined as 
positive cases for classification since this group is minority and also the one 
who may suffer from anesthetic side-effects in case detection fails.  Among 
normotensives (18 women), the 76.55% of them (~14) were correctly classified, 
thus only the 25% (~4) could present these anesthetic side-effects.  On the 
contrary, among hypotensive cases (33 women), the 69.8% (~23) were 
correctly classified whereas the 31.2% (~10) were classified as normotensives 
and they will suffer from hypotension caused by anesthesia but they will be 
detected and treated for when the event appears.  The benefits of our 
classification results were highlighted being only 4 out of 55 women could 
present undesirable, but avoidable by proper prediction, side-effect in mother 
and fetus.  The classifier presented in this manuscript could help to better assist 
clinicians to take decisions.  It is of course considered that the higher accuracy 





has limitations to base clinical decisions only on classification results as the 
ones presented in this study. 
PR and PTT analysis could help to predict hypotension events after spinal 
anesthesia during cesarean section extending the description of ANS regulation 
and its response to postural changes.  These analyses may indicate the role of 
peripheral regulation and blood pressure changes in order to avoid the 
undesirable side-effects of prophylactic administration in the low-risk population. 
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